Effects of spinal cord stimulation on motor functions in children with cerebral palsy


**Highlights**

- Controlled randomized study performed in children with severe cerebral palsy.
- Transcutaneous electrical spinal cord stimulation improves motor skills.
- The stimulation increases joint range of motion.
- The stimulation decreases pathological muscle co-activation.

**Abstract**

Is it possible to regulate the functional properties of abnormally developed spinal neuronal locomotor networks using transcutaneous spinal cord stimulation? This question has been studied in twenty-eight participants (8–9 yrs) with spastic cerebral palsy, and mainly Gross Motor Function Classification System for Cerebral Palsy level III. The participants were randomly assigned to two groups. The experimental group received transcutaneous spinal cord stimulation at two spinal levels (over T11 and L1 spinous processes), combined with locomotor treadmill training, whereas the participants of the control group received locomotor treadmill training only. After spinal cord stimulation in the experimental group we found an incremental increase in knee torque whereas in the control group this effect was absent. The amplitude of hip motion increased in both groups. A decrease of co-activation of hip and muscles of the lower extremities was observed in the experimental group while in the control group co-activation decreased only in hip muscles. The results support the idea that locomotor function can be improved significantly with the combination of training and transcutaneous spinal cord stimulation than with training alone.
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**1. Introduction**

It is known that electrical stimulation applied to spinal cord at L2 spinal segment can induce stepping patterns in leg muscles in spinal cord injured (SCI) patients [1]. We have shown that locomotor training combined with epidural electrical spinal cord stimulation (tSCS) facilitated the recovery of voluntary leg movements in motor complete SCI patients [2,3]. Recently we developed a method of electrical activating the spinal circuitry via electrodes placed on the skin overlying the lower thoracic vertebrae and demonstrated that in non-injured subjects, involuntary and voluntary locomotor-like movements can be induced and facilitated, respectively, by noninvasive transcutaneous SCS (tSCS) [4,5]. Similar positive effects of tSCS was observed in SCI patients. It was demonstrated that this neuromodulatory strategy enabled voluntary locomotor-like movements after motor complete paralysis for >1 yr [5]. Here, we hypothesized that tSCS combined with
locomotor training can recalibrate abnormally developed neuronal networks in children to improve locomotor function.

Cerebral palsy (CP) is characterized by muscle weakness, impaired coordination of muscles and spasticity of extremities [6–8]. It was suggested, that maturation of the spinal locomotor output is impaired in children with CP [9]. Postmortem examination of children with CP show abnormalities in motor centers of the brain, including the cranial nerve motor nuclei as well as in the rostral segments of the spinal cord [10]. Magnetic resonance imaging of the spinal cord in the CP subjects with spastic diplegia have shown more significant less white matter area than non-injured individuals at C6/C7 and T10/T11 segments. In the same segments grey matter area of CP is normal [11]. In a rat CP model motoneuron size and the quantity of synaptic contacts are reported to be normal [12] as are the number of lumbar motoneurons and interneurons. It has also been reported that the greater the imbalance of inhibitory-excitatory connections of motoneurons the more severe the motor disorders [13]. It remains unclear, however, how much of the dysfunction can be attributed to spinal neuronal networks vs. supraspinal dysfunction.

Herein we introduced tSCS in children with CP to examine whether the neuromodulation of spinal networks could facilitate recovery of locomotor functions, i.e., functionally transform abnormal toward more functionally normal state. We compared the effects of training alone vs. tSCS combined with locomotor training on the locomotor function of individuals with CP.

2. Methods

2.1. Subjects

The Academic Council of the Turner Scientific and Research Institute for Children's Orthopedics approved this study in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki. Parents of all participants provided informed consent in writing. Twenty eight children with CP (spastic diplegia) (9.4 ± 1.7 yrs., mean ± SD) participated in the study. Most of the CP subjects were rated as level III according to classification of GMFCS [14] (Table 1). Ten non-injured normally developed children of the same age (8.7 ± 2.1 yrs., 6 male, 4 female) also were tested. All CP participants previously (no later than 2–5 yrs. before the study) had surgical interventions (neurosurgical and/or orthopedic) to decrease the spasticity and contractures. During the study, none of the participants was treated with anti-spastic medication. No botulinum toxin injections within the 6 months before the study. The degree of mental development was evaluated by Raven’s test [15]. A mean score of >70% was required to participate in the study (corresponding to middle or higher level of mental development). All participants were sociable and able to accurately perform the required tasks. Exclusion criteria were severe contracture of the lower limbs, which impeded rehabilitation and required surgical orthopedic treatment, fractures, osteoporosis, thromboembolic disease, instability of the cardiovascular system, degradation of intellectual development.

Children were randomly assigned to one of two groups (Table 1). The randomization was performed by technical personnel who were uninformated about the details of the study. The Experimental group (n = 13) received 15 sessions of training combined with tSCS over a period of 3 weeks. During each training session, the child was placed in Lokomat device (Hocoma, Switzerland). Game-like augmented performance feedback exercises were used to increase motivation and effort of participants of both groups during treatment and tests. The protocol of tSCS was based on preclinical studies [16]. Initially the tSCS was delivered at L1 level for 5 min in upright posture. The participants were instructed to keep a normal upright posture. The level of body weight support was selected individually so that the child could stand while maintaining equilibrium. During the first 10 min of locomotor training tSCS was applied at T11 vertebral level, followed by the combination of T11 and L1 stimulation for the next 10 min. Afterward the stepping performance was continued for 20 min without stimulation. Locomotor training was performed at a treadmill speed of ~1 km/h. The children of the Control group (n = 15) (Table 1) received only locomotor training with Lokomat (40 min) without tSCS for 15 sessions.

2.2. Stimulation

Transcutaneous SCS was delivered using a 2.5-cm round electrodes (Syrenty®, China) placed midline at the T11, and L1 spinous processes as cathodes (Fig. 1A, B) and two 5.0 × 8 cm² rectangular plates (Syrenty®) placed symmetrically on the skin over the iliac crests as anodes. Biphasic rectangular 1.0 ms pulses (30 Hz), modulated frequency of 10 kHz were used. The main intensity of

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject characteristics for each treatment group.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Experimental group</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Child/gender</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ex1/m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ex2/m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ex3/f</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ex4/f</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ex5/m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ex6/f</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ex7/f</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ex8/m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ex9/f</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ex10/f</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ex11/f</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ex12/m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ex13/m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

GMFCS – Gross Motor Function Classification System for Cerebral Palsy; GMFM-88 – Gross Motor Function Measure; II = walks with limitations; III = walks using a hand-held mobility device; IV = self-mobility with limitations [13]; Ashw – Ashworth score for spasticity.

* Significant differences between pre and post values within a group, (p < 0.05).
stimulation ranged from 10 to 50 mA for most children. Intensity was chosen individually, ranging from 5 to 10% below threshold of muscle contraction, and was well tolerated by all the participants.

2.3. Outcome measurements

All CP children were tested before and after treatment. The leg spasticity was examined using a modified Ashworth scale [17]. Evaluation of the level of motor functions was provided based on GMFM-88 (Gross Motor Function Measure) scale [18].

Calculation of isometric force in flexors and extensors of hip as well as of knee muscles performed using the L-FORCE test of Lokomat software. This assessment was made at 30° hip flexion and 45° knee flexion. A participant was instructed to generate a maximal isometric effort in flexor or extensor muscles of the corresponding joint.

Evaluation of active range of the movements for flexion/extension in hip and knee joints was performed using the L-ROM test, as directed by Lokomat software. The child was in a suspended position when instructed to move the hip and knee joints voluntarily through the maximal range.

Electrical leg muscle activity (EMG) (rectus femoris (RF), biceps femoris (BF), lateral gastrocnemius (LG) and tibialis anterior (TA)) was recorded with a telemetric system (MEGA, Finland). EMG activity was tested during air stepping with 100% body weight support by Lokomat device as well as during unaided stepping on Lokomat at the subjects’ maximal speed without body weight support, but supported from a horizontal rail, as needed. These two types of walking were chosen because they differ in terms of the tasks to be solved by the nervous system. During air stepping there were no propulsion task nor weight support task, and in such cases thigh muscles are typically more active. During treadmill stepping ankle muscles were more involved into activity because the support afferentation was presence.

For assessment of EMG amplitudes, raw EMG signals were numerically rectified, low-pass-filtered with a zero-lag Butterworth filter at 20 Hz cutoff. Co-activation (CA) index of two agonist–antagonist muscle couples (RF/BF, TA/LG) for both legs were calculated following the method described by Unnithan et al. [19]. Raw EMG data were normalized to the largest value of activation observed in each muscle across all trials for each subject. In the most cases the largest muscle activity occurred in the L-FORCE trial, but sometimes during treadmill walking. EMG data were based on 10 consecutive step cycles. Integration of the overlapping area between the two normalized linear envelopes defined the CA index (Fig. 1C).

2.4. Statistical analysis

Descriptive statistics included means and standard error (SE). The statistical analysis was performed by Statistica 10 software. The non-parametric Mann-Whitney U test was used to compare clinical scores and biomechanical values (EMG, L-FORCE, L-ROM) before and after treatment. The Wilcoxon test was performed to compare the same parameters before and after treatment within each group. A level of p < 0.05 was accepted as statistically significant.

3. Results

3.1. Clinical score and Lokomat tests

There were no significant group differences in the baseline clinical measurements (GMFCS level, Ashworth score) (Table 1). After treatment, there were significant increases in the GMFM-88 score in the tSCS group (p < 0.002) and in the control group (p < 0.03), but
this increase was significantly higher in the tSCS group (post–pre p < 0.01). The increase of standing and walking scores (GMFM-88 dimensions D and E, respectively) was insignificantly higher in the tSCS group than in group only receiving locomotor training (Fig. S1, Table S1). The change in total GMFM-88 score was significantly correlated with increase of walking, but not the standing score (Fig. S1). Transcutaneous SCS induced meaningful clinical differences in total, Dimension D and Dimension E GMFM score while without stimulation, differences were less than the critical values (Table S1). After treatment, there were no changes of spasticity in any participant either group, as measured by the Ashworth score (Table 1).

Because these participants were diplegic the results for right and left legs were averaged. No differences between groups were found in the knee or hip torque tests (L-FORCE) before treatment. Maximal hip and knee flexion and extension torques of both groups were significantly lesser than of non-injured subjects (Fig. 2A,B). Neither maximal hip flexion or extension torque changed in the control or the experimental groups after treatment. Maximal knee flexion, but not extension, torque increased after tSCS in the experimental group only (p < 0.01, Fig. 2B). Maximal knee extension torque was unchanged in the experimental group and decreased in the control group (p < 0.05, see individual changes for knee flexion and extension in Fig. S2).

Range of hip movements increased in both groups whereas knee range was unchanged in both groups. The range of hip or knee motion for the participants of both groups was significantly less than in non-injured subjects both before (p < 0.001) and after treatment (p < 0.001) (Fig. 2C).

3.2. Muscle co-activation during stepping movements

The mean treadmill stepping speed before treatment was similar in the experimental and the control groups: 1.45 ± 0.12 km/h and 1.49 ± 0.10 km/h, respectively (p = 0.85). Non-injured children performed such walking with a significantly higher speed 2.7 ± 0.1 km/h (p < 0.001). After treatment, 5 children from the experimental group and 5 children from the control group had higher walking speeds, but on average no significant speed changes were observed in either group. The mean period of air-stepping movements in CP children before treatment was 2.7 ± 0.2 s and 2.9 ± 0.2 s in the experimental and the control groups, respectively which was significantly longer than in non-injured subjects – 2.1 ± 0.1 s (p < 0.01). After treatment the cycle period during air stepping became slightly shorter in each group (2.5 ± 0.2 sec and 2.7 ± 0.3 sec for the experimental and the control group, respectively), but these decreases were not significant (p = 0.24 for the experimental and p = 0.39 for the control group).

Abnormal levels of muscle CA, i.e., showing simultaneous activation of agonist and antagonist muscles, were observed in the experimental and the control group (Figs. 1C and 3A). In CP children, we typically observed higher CA index values compared to non-injured subjects during both air-stepping and treadmill walking (Fig. 3B and C). The co-activation for proximal and distal agonist–antagonist muscles was significantly higher during stepping on the treadmill than during air stepping for non-injured children (p < 0.05 for RF/Bf and p < 0.01 for TA/LG), as well as for CP children (p < 0.01 for RF/Bf and p < 0.003 for TA/LG) (Fig. 3B, C). At the beginning of treatment, there were no differences in CA of either proximal or distal muscles between the experimental and the control groups for either mode of stepping. After treatment, the decrease of CA index in proximal and distal muscles occurred in the experimental group for both types of stepping motion, whereas in the control group CA index decreased in proximal muscles only (Fig. 3B and C).

4. Discussion

Previous studies of representative groups of children with CP, with mainly a level III deficit have shown maximal improvement of motor functions up to the age of 10 years with standard rehabilitation including mecanotherapy; afterwards motor skills did not increase and in some cases even decreased [20]. Using the GMFM-88 scale we have shown that improvements occurred in less than 50% of the cases in the control group, while in the experimental group 92% of the subjects showed improved motor skills. These changes were “clinically meaningful” only for the experimental group (Table S1).

Degradation of motor activity in children with CP is linked to with pathology of supraspinal as well as of spinal networks connections during ontogenesis [10,11]. One of the functional consequences of the abnormal CP development is the level of abnormal reciprocal inhibition of Ia afferents, presynaptic inhibition and non-reciprocal Ib inhibition a phenomenon largely attributable to spinal networks [21]. We have demonstrated that after tSCS and step training the amplitude of movement in both the hip and knee joints increased (Fig. 2B). This observation is consistent with the reduction of co-activation of proximal and distal leg muscles (Fig. 3). This suggests that tSCS, combined with neuro-mechanotherapy, had positive influences on coordination not only for proximal, but for distal muscles as well. Previous studies have shown that improved locomotor performance is closely associated with improved coordination of motor pools [13]. Transcutaneous SCS at T11 and L1
vertebral levels of proximal and distal motor pools in paralyzed subjects are facilitated (Fig. 1B) [22]. This effect is evident in spinal motor evoked potentials of proximal and distal leg muscles to single stimulation pulses [23]. We also have found that epidural SCS combined with training can increase hand grip force in spinal patients with cervical injuries [24]. This suggest that similar interventions of training and cervical tSCS could also benefit for children with CP.

Epidural SCS at T10-T12 spinal segment in CP children with spastic lower paraparesis, stimulated from half year, up to 9 years, has been reported to have reduced postural tonic reflexes and less mus-

---

**Fig. 3.** Muscle CA during stepping before and after treatment. A. Examples of motor patterns during treadmill walking with maximal speed and ensemble averaged (across 10 movement cycles) EMG envelopes of leg muscles (on the bottom) in one representative non-injured subject and in one of the best children with CP of the experimental group before and after treatment. EMG and knee joint angle of right leg are represented. B. CA values (mean ± SE) for hip (RF/BF) and ankle (TA/LG) muscle at voluntary air-stepping in non-injured persons and in participants of both groups before and after treatment. C. The same for treadmill walking with maximal speed. Asterisks denote significant differences before and after treatment.
cle tone as determined by Ashworth scale [25,26]. We did not find a significant decrease in spasticity after tSCS.

At present, we have no data on the question of whether the improvement observed in response to spinal cord neuromodulation can be attributed to spinal or supraspinal networks, but most likely, it represents a combination of both. The observation that paralyzed animals can regain full weight-bearing stepping after deep brain stimulation is consistent with the spinal networks playing a significant role in the improved motor function in the present study [27]. The restoration of stepping after spinal cord transection with epidural SCS has been reported to correlate with appearance of greater polysynaptic reflexes induced by S1 spinal segment stimulation [28]. In patients with spinal cord injury it was demonstrated that SCS resulted in improved polysynaptic responses in leg muscles to single spinal stimulus, suggesting some reorganization of neuronal network [29].

The present findings on the effects of SCS combined with locomotor training on motor function in children with CP are suggestive, but not conclusive due to (1) the treatments and testing were not blinded (2) GMFM-88 scale is a subjective test, and (3) there were no repeated baseline measures. These findings, however, provide encouraging data that tSCS is a novel intervention that could improve motor functions and significantly improve the quality of lives of children when combined with well-developed rehabilitative strategies. Therefore, further studies should receive a high priority.

5. Conclusions

Our findings of a stable improvement of motor functions in children with CP in response to tSCS when combined with training suggest that some functional improvement of the spinal and supraspinal networks that control locomotor functions were induced. These findings need to be explored further with more quantitative tools to assess more comprehensively the more responsive neuro-mechanical properties observed here. Further studies are also indicated given the observations that the level of spinal neural plasticity in response to a neonatally induced spinal abnormality seems to be significantly greater than when a sudden traumatic injury occurs in an adult [30]. Studies using animal models of cerebral palsy [12] could facilitate a more basic mechanistic understanding of the neurobiological underpinnings of neonatal and adult neuroplasticity of cerebral palsy.
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